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CHAPTER IV 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

 

In this chapter, the researcher going to present the finding and discussion of 

research. The data collected from the interview and documentation which are 

discussed based on the theory and concept from the previous chapter which relates 

with students’ perception of using whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at fifth 

semester students of English teaching learning program IAIN Madura in academic 

year 2021/2022. 

A. Finding 

IAIN Madura is one of states islamic based on Islam and its location on located 

Pangleghur street km 4. Formarly the name of this campus is an Islamic high school 

or commonly called as STAIN Pamekasan. Over time, the status of STAIN changed 

to IAIN Madura. 

There are four faculties on the islamic state-owned campus, namely tarbiyah, 

syari’ah, economics and business and ahwaluh syahsiyah. In tarbiyah facult, there 

are several study programs including English Tadris, Arabic Language Education, 

Islamic Religious Education, Tadris Language and others. The researcher chose the 

object of the research in the English teaching learning program. 

On September 26th – October 3rd 2021, the researcher conducted interview 

especially to the fifth semester student of IAIN Madura which is needed to get the 

data of the research. The research took 35 students who willing to be interviewed 

from A, B, C, D and E classes as respondets by using convience sampling where 

whatsapp application is used to record the data from interview. 
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In this section, the researcher is going to describe the result of students’ 

perception of using whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at fifth semester 

students of English teaching learning program IAIN Madura in academic year 

2021/2022 based on the research focus, what are the college students’ perception 

towards whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at fifth semester students of 

English teaching learning program IAIN Madura in academic year 2021/2022 and 

what are the strengths and weaknesses of using whatsapp voice note in learning 

speaking at fifth semester students of English teaching learning program IAIN 

Madura in academic year 2021/2022. And also, in this part explains the finding of 

the used whatsapp voice note in learning speaking. The researcher does some steps 

to explain finding. Firstly, the researcher present students’ perception of using 

whatsapp voice note. Secondly, the researcher present the strenghts and weaknesses 

of using whatsapp voice note. 

1. Students’ perception towards whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at 

fifth semester students of English teaching learning program IAIN 

Madura in academic year 2021/2022. 

In this section, the researcher would like to know the students’ perception 

or opinion when they use whatsapp application for learning speaking. The 

researcher did interview to fifth semester student from A class until E class of 

English teaching learning program. There are thirty five students that I have 

interviewed. Otherwise, the researcher would like to present some result of 

student perception. The following are some perceptions from students: 

Suci Fitrianti 
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“According to my experience using WhatsApp voice notes can be 

very helpful in learning speaking”1 

 

Wildan Rusyaidi 

 

“I think using voice note in learning speaking is very helpful due to 

we (students and lecturer) cannot meet.”2 

 

Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika  

 

“In my opinion, it's effective enough both for the students and the 

lecturers to communicate each other. It really helps me a lot in doing 

learning process, especially if I wanna send my tasks and if I want 

confirm about something to my lecturers”3 

 

Raihan Febriyanto 

“Yeah why not. in this situation, we must do some experiment with 

the learning process. And I think that's okay to use voice note.”4 

 

Wuddy 

“Learning speaking by voice note I agree of it because I can repeat 

the lesson that still unclear.”5 

 

Lu'lual Jannah 

 

“In my opinion, it is very supportive for learning, because that way 

the lecturer can provide a more detailed explanation of the material 

through voice notes so that it can be understood by students.”6 

 

Tiara Hidayati  

                                                           
1 Suci Fitrianti, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
2 Wildan rusyaidi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (29 September 

2021). 
3 Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
4 Raihan Febrianto, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview( 26 September 

2021). 
5 Wuddy, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (03 October 2021). 
6 Lu’lual Jannah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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“I think the use of whatsaap voice note in learning speaking is good, 

because we can speak directly and the lecture can hear it at that 

time.”7 

Rojiyatul Maghfiroh 

 

“The using of WhatsApp VN it's a little effective. Beacuse I think, 

this is the easiest way to do speaking class during this pandemic 

era.”8 

Yulia Rosita 

“In my opinion, the use of whatsapp voice notes can still be used to 

improve speaking skills, especially during the pandemic. Although 

we can not meet our friends directly but we can use it quite well. 

Talking about a certain topic and then giving respond each other. 

Likewise in speaking courses. Lecturer also ask students to provide 

feedback or our opinions on certain topics.”9 

 

Dela Safitri  

“That's a good way to be applied. It is because it can increase 

students' speaking ability and make the students more confidence in 

speaking English. Besides, using voice note makes the material 

explained more understable because the students can input more 

detail explaination and shorten the time than typing that takes more 

times”10 

 

Nur Hasanah 

 

“Good, to explore the material.”11 

 

Jamaluddin  

 

“I think it can be effective if we use fiture of Whatsapps voice note 

well.”12 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi  

                                                           
7 Tiara Hidayati, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
8 Rojiyatul Magfiroh, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 

September 2021). 
9 Yulia Rosalita The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
10 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
11 Nur Hasanah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
12 Jamaluddin, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
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“It's good. I think if we cannot using zoom or the other videocall 

meeting application, using WhatsApp voice note is the only one way 

to learn speaking in online teaching learning process.”13 

According to them, whatsapp voice note is able to help them in 

learning speaking just because it is helpful and help to speak up well and it 

can be used in communicating with lecturer and also good to explain 

material more. Meanwhile other students said voice note help to speak 

directly and naturally, as follow: 

Rika Susanti 

“It is good media to help me as student in learning speaking because 

I can record my voice directly”14 

 

Susanti Fajariyah 

“Using voice note is easy to apply in speaking because I can speak 

naturally.”15 

 

Lailatul Badriah  

“Help me to speak up well.”16 

 

Alfina Cahya Wijayanti  

“In my opinion, the used voice note as the learning speaking is 

simple and easy to be used because the features can record our voice 

directly everywhere and anytime and we can directly hear the 

recording.”17 

 

                                                           
13 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
14 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021).  
15 Susanti Fajariah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
16 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
17 Alfina Cahya Wijayati, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
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In previous section, the student mentioned using whatsapp voice 

note can help them to speak directly but some students state whatsapp voice 

note as the way to practice their speaking. They are:  

Emilia Hermawati  

 “I think it is the best way to use because can help me to practice 

more.”18 

 

Abdul Basit 

“I think the use of voice notes as learning in speaking is good, in our 

condition that is still like this that it is not possible to gather to 

practice and study together all the time, we can use voice notes to 

practice speaking with our friends or partners, why voice  note why 

it's not just a voice call, because I think if you use a voice call you 

can only interact with one or two people and sometimes there are 

still problems with the network, voice notes are easier”19 

 

Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany  

“In my opinion, whatsapp voice help students to practice, so that 

their speaking skills become better, we can also correct the grammar 

or vocabulary in the voice notes that we recorded earlier, so that we 

know where our mistakes or shortcomings are. This voice note 

feature is great for students who want to improve their speaking.”20 

 

Anni Rufaidah  

 

“I think, It's no bad. Cause voice note more practice than other.”21 

 

Different perceptions come from Aqiella Nur Syawalita and izzatul 

Mufidah which mentioned: 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet  

 

                                                           
18 Emilia Hermawati, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
19 Abdul Basit, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
20 Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
21 Anni Rufaidah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
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“In my opinion, the use of whatsApp voice note in learning speaking 

is good.”22 

 

Mahbubah  

 

“The use is good, with voice notes we can repeat and listen more 

carefully how to pronounce or pronounciation.”23 

 

Aqiella Nur Syawalita 

“I guess it can improve our ability more to speak English. And I 

think the student will not as shy as in the classroom with the other 

students.”24 

 

Izzatul Mufidah 

 

“In my opinion, WhatsApp voice note can be a media for learning 

English, especially in speaking. I think that if we are serious in using 

this media, it can increase our fluency on speaking.”25 

 

Ilham wahyudi 

 

“By using whatsapp voice note is so good because it to easy to 

download it.”26 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah  

 

“I think using whatsapp voice note in learning speaking is practical 

and easy to access. I meant when we just use whatsapp it's not 

require a lot of network or data.”27 

 

But according to Achmad Nur, using voice note can be seen skill 

each, as mentioned: 

                                                           
22 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (03 

October 2021). 
23 Mahbubah, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
24 Aqiella Nur Syawalita, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
25 Izzatul mufidah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
26 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
27 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
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Achmat Nur Rifqi Ferdinansyah  

 

“Not bad. Cause we can know our skill each other without 

meeting.”28 

 

In another side, there are some students who delivered negative 

perception of voice note, as mentioned: 

Syarif  

 

“Not condusive  clearly beacause vn students are boored”29 

 

Ari Husni 

 

“Kinda hard, we cant face to face with lecture whose teach us, 

because voice cant transefer 100% materi”30 

 

Yuliati Ningsih  

 

“In my opinion, using WhatsApp for learning speaking is a little bit 

effective. But, the teacher doesn't know how the student's ability 

well.”31 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

 

“In my opinion, the using WhatsApp voice note in learning speaking 

is not really condusive. Starting from the way the lecturer teach, that 

actually we need to look at our lecturer the way they're pronouncing 

it, but we could not look at it because the using voice note.”32 

 

Vitrotul Wahyuni  

“Using the whatsapp in learning to speakin my opinion is 

uncomfortable because it's not face to face. Using the whatsapp 

media indeed makes us a little more daring in English, but it is also 

not possible that when we face to face, we will not be as confident 

as we use whatsapp media.”33 

                                                           
28 Achmad Nur Rifqi Ferdiansyah, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(26 September 2021). 
29 Syarif, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 2021). 
30 Ari Husni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 2021).  
31 Yuliati Ningsih, The student of TBI “e” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
32 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
33 Vitrotul Wahyuni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 

September 2021). 
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Hanif Irwansyah   

 

“It is helpful than Zoom application or other which take more of data 

usage and sometimes the connection is not stable. But voice note 

makes me bored to listen  when it is long duration.”34 

 

2. The Strengths and weaknesses of using whatsapp voice note in learning 

speaking at fifth semester students of English teaching learning program 

IAIN Madura in academic year 2021/2022 

Nowadays, there are kinds of application in social medias that is spreaded. 

Whatsapp includes to one of them which is the most aplication that is used by 

several people especially students. Whatsapp is the easier aplication that is able 

to be operated by student just because there some suporting media in whatsapp 

that can help and increase capability in themselve for example is voice note. 

Voice note is one of the features that exists in whatsapp to convey our speaking 

to others people by recording our voice. It means that voice note is the place 

which can service the student’s skill especially in speaking. 

Being an application, whatsapp has the strength and weaknesses inside. 

There some student who mentioned the strenght and weaknesses of whatsapp 

voice note in learning speaking, as stated: 

a. The Strenght of Using Whatsapp Voice Note in Learning Speaking 

1. Media to practice speaking 

Actually, finding a media that is suitable for learning speaking is not 

an easy way just because some students have their own way to choose 

                                                           
34 Hanif Irwansyah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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what a media that make them confortable using it while learning 

speaking. On the other hand, speaking is the skill that must be practiced 

by the learners. So, the existence of media is needed to support it. Here, 

there are some students who said using whatsapp voice note in learning 

speaking is the way that can be a media to practice their speaking. They 

are: 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet 

“Yes, I think so. Voice note is a fitur which can be a media 

that help everyone to practice speaking.”35 

 

Rika Susanti 

“Yes I do just because speaking is the ability that should be 

praticed so vn is one of the media that can use for it.”36 

 

Abdul Basit 

“Yes, I think this can be a media for improving our speaking 

skills .”37 

 

Tiara Hidayati 

“Yes, I do. WhatsApp voice note can be a media to practice 

speaking because it use voice of course and it help students 

in learning speaking.“38 

 

Yulia Rosita 

“Yes. I think whatsapp voice notes can be a media to practice 

my speaking. Sometimes I ask my friends to send me a voice 

                                                           
35 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 

October 2021). 
36 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
37 Abdul Basit, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
38 Tiara Hidayati, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
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note in English so we can practice talking. I can also find out 

new vocabulary in this way.”39 

 

Vitrotul Wahyuni 

“I think that whatsapp voice note can be a media to practice 

my speaking, because by using media we can communicate 

with others even within long distances, and I can still practice 

my speaking.”40 

 

Hanif Irwansyah 

“Yes it can. Voice note makes to speak English easier 

because it makes me confidence to speak directly to the 

people.”41 

 

Suci Fitrianti 

“That's right, voice notes are one of the media for learning to 

speak well in any language”42 

 

Lu'lual Jannah 

“Of course, because with voice notes, it's like we 

communicate directly but only not face to face.”43 

 

Rojiyatul Maghfiroh 

“Yes, of course. By using VN I can speak with my friends, 

my lecture and another. So, WhatsApp VN it can be media 

to practice my speaking skills, without meet with them. 

During this online learning, sometimes I speak with my 

friends by using VN.”44 

 

                                                           
39 Yulia Rosita, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
40 Vitrotul Wahyuni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
41 Hanif Irwansyah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
42 Suci Fitrianti, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
43 Lu’lual Jannah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
44 Rojiyatul Maghfiroh, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 

September 2021). 
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Jamaluddin 

“yes, if talking About practice we just need to talk and whats 

respon each other with our partner althoght using voice note 

only and whatsapps voice note suitable for it.”45 

 

Aqiella Nur Syawalita 

“Yeah it can, because it can record our voice or our speaking 

skills”46 

 

Alfina Cahya Wijayanti 

“Voice note is able to be used for learning speaking and train 

us to speak. By voice note, we can develop or ideas and 

argument freely in our own way.”47 

 

Emilia Hermawati  

“Yes it can be, because can help me to improve my speaking 

well.”48 

 

Susanti Fajariyah 

“yes I agree. because I can speak orally and confidently by 

voice note media”49 

 

Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika 

 

“of course it can, we can record our voice and listen to it, and 

if we misspell some words we can try it again.”50 

 

Mahbubah 

 

                                                           
45 Jamaluddin, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
46 Aqiella Nur Syawalita, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
47 Alfina Cahya Wijaya, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
48 Emilia Hermawati, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
49 Susanti Fajariah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
50 Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
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“Yes, it is very possible because we can learn by playing the 

voice note continuously.”51 

 

Ilham wahyudi 

 

“Yes, because it to easy then Elearning voice note.”52 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

 

“For me personally, it is only for about 50% because 

sometimes voice note is not always bad in practicing our 

English.”53 

 

Raihan Febriyanto 

 

“Yes, as long as the sound was clear enough to 

understand.”54 

 

Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany 

 

“Yes of course, as I explained above, we will be able to 

correct the grammar or vocabulary in the voice notes that we 

recorded earlier, so we know where our weaknesses are and 

improve them even better.”55 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi 

 

“yes, It can.”56 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah 

 

“Yes it can be.”57 

 

                                                           
51 Mahbubah, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
52 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
53 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
54 Raihan Febrianto, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
55 Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
56 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
57 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
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Dela Safitri 

 

“Yes, I do”58 

 

Izzatul Mufidah 

 

“Yes I do”59 

 

Lailatul Badriah 

 

“Yes I think so.”60 

 

Achmat Nur Rifqi Ferdinansyah 

 

“I think that is good if we use that well.”61 

 

Anni Rufaidah 

 

“I think yes, cause we can imitate what the speaker said.”62 

 

Yuliati ningsih 

 

“Yes, I do. But, actually I can use other media to practice my 

speaking. It means, not only use WhatsApp voice notes.”63 

 

Vika Anjani  

 

“Yes, because of this covid era, we rarely meet face to face 

with this moment. Whatsapp is one of the alternatives.”64 

 

Wildan Rusyaidi 

 

                                                           
58 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
59 Izzatul Mufidah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021).  
60 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
61 Achmad Nur Rifqi Ferdiansyah, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(26 September 2021). 
62 Anni Rufaidah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
63 Yuliati Ningsih, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
64 Vika Anjani, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
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“Yes. Because, using whatsapp voice note is very easy to use 

and make the friends or lecturer able to blame or justify if 

someone speaks wrong.”65 

 

2. Impact to speaking skill 

Voice note is one of features in supporting whatsapp application to 

interact with other directly by spoken language. By using voice note, 

people is able to share many things by recording their voice at that time. 

In another side, speaking is the spoken language which is able to share 

point of view, sense, opinior or others. It can be concluded that voice 

note can impact someone’s speaking. as follows: 

Ilham wahyudi 

“Yes it some of application to impact to my speaking skill.”66 

 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet 

“Yes, I think so. It has been a media to practice speaking. So 

it can give impact to my skill in speaking.”67 

 

Rika Susanti 

“Yes it can impact to the skill in speaking.”68 

Lailatul Badriah 

“Vn can impact my speaking because speaking by using 

whatsapp is the positive activity that will be impacted to my 

skill in speaking.”69 

 

                                                           
65 Wildan Rusyaidi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(29 September 

2021).  
66 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
67 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 

October 2021). 
68 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
69 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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Tiara Hidayati  

”Yes, I do. WhatsApp voice note really impact to the 

speaking skills because we can increase our speaking skills 

with use the voice note it self.”70 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi 

”Sure. I think if we get use to speak English in any media, 

including WhatsApp voice note, it can improve our speaking 

skill.”71 

 

Dela Safitri 

“Yes, I get some positive impacts to my speaking ability.”72 

 

Aqiella Nur Syawalita 

 

“Yeah it can, because it can record our voice or our speaking 

skills.”73 

 

Dela Safitri  

 

“Yes, I do.”74 

 

Emilia Hermawati 

 

“Yes it can be, because can help me to improve my speaking 

well.”75 

 

Susanti Fajariyah 

 

“yes I agree. because I can speak orally and confidently by 

voice note media.”76 

 

                                                           
70 Tiara Hidayati, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
71 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
72 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
73 Aqiella Nur Syawalita, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
74 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
75 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
76 Susanti Fajariah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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Hanif Irwansyah 

“Yes it can. When I am using voice note, I lost my 

embarrassed and shy feeling. And, I can be more confident 

to speak of all of things that I want to convey which means 

it will be media that can make fluent of my way in 

speaking.”77 

 

Vitrotul Wahyuni 

“The whatsapp voice note is affecting my speaking skills. 

Because in that tone of voice we could also practice my 

listening.”78 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah  

”Yes. Using of whatsapp voice notes can have an impact on 

our skills in speaking if we often practice speaking. So we 

can learn about grammar, vocab that we dont know before 

we speak. the practice of speaking via whatsapp voice note 

can also reduce nervousness compared to the practice of 

talking to a partner directly.”79 

 

Alfina Cahya Wijayanti 

”Voice note can impact the skill in learning speaking because 

it can improve the vocabulary and our understanding of 

learning speaking. it is shown by imitating the speaker said 

or many thing else.”80 

 

Wuddy Nabila 

“yes it really impacted because we will know our fault while 

speaking.”81 

 

Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika 

                                                           
77 Hanif Irwansyah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
78 Vitrotul Wahyuni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
79 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 

September 2021). 
80 Alfina Cahya Wijayati, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
81 Wuddy Nabila, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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“Of course it can, we can record our voice and listen to it, 

and if we misspell some words we can try it again.”82 

 

Suci Fitrianti 

“That's right, voice notes are one of the media for learning to 

speak well in any language.”83 

 

Mahbubah 

“Yes, it is very possible because we can learn by playing the 

voice note continuously.”84 

 

Ilham wahyudi 

“Yes, because it is too easy then Elearning voice note.”85 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

 

“For me personally, it is only for about 50% because 

sometimes voice note is not always bad in practicing our 

english. “86 

 

Raihan Febriyanto 

 

“Yes, as long as the sound was clear enough to 

understand.”87 

 

Lu'lual Jannah 

 

 “Of course, because with voice notes, it's like we 

communicate directly but only not face to face.”88 

 

Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany 

 

                                                           
82 Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
83 Suci Fitrianti, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021).  
84 Mahbubah, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
85 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
86 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
87 Raihan Febrianto, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
88 Lu’lual Jannah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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“Yes of course, as I explained above, we will be able to 

correct the grammar or vocabulary in the voice notes that we 

recorded earlier, so we know where our weaknesses are and 

improve them even better.”89 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi 

 

“yes, It can.”90 

 

Anni Rufaidah 

 

“I think yes, cause we can imitate what the speaker said”91 

 

Rojiyatul Maghfiroh 

 

“Yes, of course. By using VN I can speak with my friends, 

my lecture and another. So, WhatsApp VN it can be media 

to practice my speaking skills, without meet with them. 

During this online learning, sometimes I speak with my 

friends by using VN.”92 

 

Yulia Rosita 

 

“Yes. I think whatsapp voice notes can be a media to practice 

my speaking. Sometimes I ask my friends to send me a voice 

note in English so we can practice talking. I can also find out 

new vocabulary in this way.”93 

 

Yuliati Ningsih 

 

“Yes, I do. But, actually I can use other media to practice my 

speaking. It means, not only use WhatsApp voice notes.”94 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah  

 

                                                           
89 Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
90 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
91 Anni Rufaidah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
92 Rojiyatul Magfiroh, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 

September 2021). 
93 Yulia Rosita, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
94 Yuliati Ningsih, The student of TBI “e” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021) 
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“Yes it can be”95 

 

Jamaluddin 

 

“yes, if talking About practice we just need to talk and whats 

respon each other with our partner althoght using voice note 

only and whatsapps voice note suitable for it.”96 

 

Abdul Basit 

 

“Yes,  I think this can be a medium for improving our 

speaking skills”97 

 

Nur Hasanah 

 

“Yes, because our voice can be heard by others in the 

presentation of the material.”98 

 

Vika Anjani  

 

“Yes, because of this covid era, we rarely meet face to face 

with this moment. Whatsapp is one of the alternatives.”99 

 

Izzatul Mufidah 

 

“Yes I do.”100 

 

Lailatul Badriah 

 

“Yes I think so.”101 

 

Achmat Nur rifqi ferdinansyah 

 

                                                           
95 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
96 Jamaluddin, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
97 Abdul Basit, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
98 Nur Hasanah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
99 Vika Anjani, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
100 Izzatul Mufidah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021).  
101101 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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“I think that is good if we use that well.”102 

 

Wildan Rusyaidi 

 

“Yes. Because, using whatsapp voice note is very easy to use 

and make the friends or lecturer able to blame or justify if 

someone speaks wrong.”103 

 

3. Easy to be used 

In fact, Whatsapp includes to the most application that is used by 

many people because some features. Voice note is one of the spporting 

tools in whatsapp that really easy to use and operate. The user only hold 

on and speak up freely. In this case, some students think that it is really 

easy to use especially in learning speaking. here, some perceptions that 

refers to that thing. As stated: 

Tiara Hidayati  

“Yes, I do. WhatsApp voice note is easy to be used in 

learning speaking because the fitur is so simple. And I think 

everyone can use it easily.”104 

 

Jamaluddin 

 

“of course i think there is not diffulty to use it in learning 

speaking.”105 

 

Rojiyatul Maghfiroh 

 

                                                           
102 Achmad Nur Rifqi Ferdiansyah, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(26 September 2021). 
103 Wildan rusyaidi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(29 September 

2021). 
104 Tiara Hidayati, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
105 Jamaluddin, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
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 “Of course, for me it's very easy to be used in learning 

speaking. I just need to record my voice then send it by 

WhatsApp. It's simple thing.”106 

 

Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany 

 

“yes, very easy to use because we can record our voice when 

speaking. I think it's quite efficient for learning speaking.”107 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi 

 

“yes, I do. WhatsApp voice note is very easy to used.”108 

 

Lailatul Badriah 

 

“Yes really easy to use.”109 

 

Achmat Nur rifqi ferdinansyah 

 

“That is very easy cause we just hold one Knob to speak or 

give argumentation.”110 

 

Vitrotul Wahyuni 

 

“Yes, I think the whatsapp voice note is easy to use in 

learning to speak, because I don't need to be nervous when 

talking to our opposite.”111 

 

Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika 

 

“Yes it is, we can easily do it whenever and wherever we are, 

either by using VN, video call, or phone call.”112 

 

                                                           
106 Rojiyatul Maghfiroh, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 

September 2021). 
107 Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
108 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
109 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
110 Achmad Nur Rifqi Ferdiansyah, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(26 September 2021). 
111 Vitrotul Wahyuni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
112 Rifyal Kalam Mahardhika, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
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Hanif Irwansyah 

 

“Yes it is easier to be used than speak fce to face because the 

words that I used flew naturally without shy feeling”113 

 

Suci  

 

“It's very easy because WhatsApp is also a communication 

medium which at this time may not be separated by the grip 

of our hands.”114 

 

Mahbubah 

 

“Yes, because we only record as usual and after that we can 

play it again at another time.”115 

 

Ilham wahyudi 

 

“Yes, it to easy than others application.”116 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

 

“Yes of course. It really easy to use WhatsApp voice note in 

learning speaking, because if we have any mistake when we 

said, we can directly delete it and make a new sound.”117 

 

Raihan Febriyanto 

 

“Yeah it's pretty easy, because we can able to repeat the 

"sound" untill we understand. “118 

 

Lu'lual Jannah 

 

                                                           
113 Hanif Irwansyah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
114 Suci Fitrianti, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
115 Mahbubah, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
116 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
117 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
118 Raihan Febrianto, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
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“Of course, it's a supporting medium for speaking class.”119 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi 

 

“Yes, I do. WhatsApp voice note is very easy to used.”120 

 

Anni Rufaidah 

 

“Of course, cause we just record that want to say.”121 

 

Yulia Rosita 

 

“Yes. Voice note whatsapp is very easy to use in speaking 

because we only record our audio or voice and then send it 

personally to other people or in whatsapp groups.”122 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah 

 

“Yes, it's very easy to used because whatsapp voice note 

doesnt require  to much data or network.”123 

 

Abdul Basit 

 

“Yes,  Of course we just press the microphone icon on 

WhatsApp and after that we talk comfortably as we like.”124 

 

Nur Hasanah 

 

“Very easy, because it is still a quota-saving media too.”125 

 

Aqiella Nur Syawalita 

 

                                                           
119 Lu’lual Jannah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
120 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
121 Anni Rufaidah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
122 Yulia Rosita, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
123 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 

September 2021). 
124 Abdul Basit, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
125 Nur Hasanah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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“Yeah it very easy because it already in WhatsApp 

features.”126 

 

Alfina Cahya Wijayanti 

 

“Voice note is very easy to use.”127 

 

Dela Safitri  

 

“Yes of course.”128 

 

Emilia Hermawati  

 

“Yes, just open the WhatsApp application, we can share 

anything.”129 

 

Susanti Fajariyah 

 

“yes, it is very easy for me than taking vidio.”130 

 

Vika Anjani  

 

“Yes, because it is not complicated to type.”131 

 

Izzatul Mufidah  

 

“Yes I do.”132 

 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet 

 

“Yes, I think so. Everyone should not meet directly to speak 

or to practice it. They just need to use their handphone and 

open whatsApp. It is a simple way.”133 

                                                           
126 Aqiella Nur Syawalita, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
127 Alfina Cahya Wijayati, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
128 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
129 Emilia Hermawati, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
130 Susanti Fajariah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
131 Vika Anjani, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
132 Izzatul mufidah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
133 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 

October 2021). 
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Rika Susanti 

 

“It is easy to be used especially for me who has difficulty in 

speaking.”134 

 

4. Give motivation to speak bravely and expressively 

The learners is able to know and feel what things that can motivate 

them in improving their skill in English especially speaking. Others 

student said that voice note as one of features in whatsapp can give them 

motivation to speak bravely and expressively while learning speaking. 

it can be proven by their perception of it as follows: 

Vitrotul Wahyuni 

 “Yes, using whatsapp give me motivation to speak bravely 

and expressively.”135 

 

Ilham wahyudi 

“Yes it give me motivation.”136 

 

Rika Susanti 

“Yes I agree. It gives me motivation in learning speaking”137 

 

Lailatul Badriah 

“I think using vn can help me to speak bravely.”138 

 

Aqiella Nur Syawalita 

                                                           
134 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
135 Vitrotul Wahyuni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
136 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
137 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
138 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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“Yes very. Because like I said before with using voice note 

we tend to more brave and expressively because we are not 

too shy to speak.”139 

 

Alfina Cahya Wijayanti 

“yes it can. Because we do it in anywhere and minimize the 

scared feeling so that it motivates us to speak brave and 

expressive.”140 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

“Yes, actually WhatsApp voice note made me more brave in 

using English, because no one knows that I'm talking with 

my mouth, they just know our sound when we speak up.”141 

 

Tiara Hidayati 

“Yes, it does. Using WhatsApp give me the motivation to 

speak bravely and expressively because I can speak directly 

everywhere and I didn't speak in front of the class or in many 

people. So, I really confident.”142 

 

Hanif Irwansyah 

 

“Of course it can give motivation to speak bravely and 

expressively. It caused there are some people still shy to 

speak i front of people in conveying something”143 

 

Suci  

 

“Yes, by using the media we can not only listen to it once or 

twice... but we can listen to it many times to better 

understand the material or the conversation.”144 

 

                                                           
139 Aqiella Nur Syawalita, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
140 Alfina Cahya Wijayati, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
141 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(29 

September 2021). 
142 Tiara Hidayati, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
143 Hanif Irwansyah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
144 Suci Fitrianti, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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Mahbubah 

 

“Yes, because we can do that carefully and try to always be 

confident in what we talk about.”145 

 

Lu'lual Jannah 

 

“Yes, of course.  Because with voice notes, we train our way 

of speaking.”146 

 

Anni Rufaidah 

 

“Yes it does, from our partner that better from me, it make 

me teach from her also more brave in Speaking. Although, 

I'm not fluently ad they are.”147 

 

Yulia Rosita 

 

“Yes, I am more courageous and expressive because I speak 

not in front of other people. So it is easier for me to speak 

than in front of the class. I am not even afraid to be 

commented because the grammar is wrong.”148 

 

Yulianti Ningsih 

 

“Yes, I do. But a little bit.”149 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah  

 

“Yes it does.  Cause with whatsapp voice note we  not need 

to deal with other people directly so that it affects our 

courage and fluency in speaking.”150 

 

Abdul Basit 

 

                                                           
145 Mahbubah, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
146 Lu’lual Jannah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
147 Anni Rufaidah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
148 Yulia Rosita, The student of TBI “B” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 September 

2021). 
149 Yuliati Ningsih, The student of TBI “e” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
150 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
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“Yes, of course because we don't see the audience directly 

because nervousness usually comes from seeing the 

audience.”151 

 

Nur Hasanah 

 

“Yes, that's how I learn to speak.”152 

 

Dela Safitri  

 

“Yes, It does. It increases my confidence in speaking 

English.”153 

 

Wuddy  

 

“Yes. Because by voice note I can confident to speak.”154 

 

Emilia Hermawati  

 

“Yes, because I imagine if I speak face to face.”155 

 

Susanti Fajariyah 

 

“Yes, because it make me confident to speak than in front of 

the class.”156 

 

Vika Anjani  

 

“That's right, being more confident without having to think 

about whether or not grammar is wrong in speaking.  This 

trains us before talking face-to-face with other people.”157 

 

Izzatul Mufidah  

 

                                                           
151 Abdul Basit, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
152 Nur Hasanah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
153 Dela Safitri, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 2021). 
154 Wuddy, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 October 2021). 
155 Emilia Hermawati, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
156 Susanti Fajariah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021) 
157 Vika Anjani, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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“Yes It does”158 

 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet 

 

“Yes, sure. Sometimes, I feel nervous and I cannot express 

my idea when I speak by face to face. So, by using 

WhatsApp, I can be free to express it.”159 

 

Lailatul Badriah 

 

“I think using vn can help me to speak bravely.”160 

 

Wildan Rusyaidi 

 

“Yes, it does. Why I could speak bravely and expressively ? 

because, I'm not in front of the class or not in front of my 

friends and the lecturer. I also could prepare what I want to 

say before record my voice. So, because of that I could speak 

bravely but I cannot do the same when I speak in front of the 

class.”161 

 

5. Interesting tool 

Learning speaking by using a tool that will be interested thing to do 

especially using voice note in whatsapp. It caused voice note can service 

the user to speak many thing in freedom way without the limitation of 

time. It can be seen by student perception of it, as mentioned: 

Ilham wahyudi 

“Yes, it's very interesting because I can use by easily.”162 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

                                                           
158 Izzatul mufidah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
159 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 

October 2021). 
160 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
161 Wildan rusyaidi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(29 September 

2021). 
162 Ilham Wahyudi, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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“Yes, WhatsApp voice note is made me interesting in 

speaking English. Sometimes, it made me speak up untill 

more than 10 minutes because I'm happy with it.”163 

 

Rahmatul Fadilah 

“Yes, because with whatsapp voice note we can more length 

spontaneous in send message”164 

 

Nur Hasanah 

“Interesting too, because we can freely express through 

speech.”165 

 

Alfina Cahya Wijayanti 

“Very interesting. Because the user not only use for 

communication but it can be the media for study.”166 

 

Emilia Hermawati  

“Yes, it is very interesting.”167 

 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet 

“Yes, I think so. Speaking by face to face has been a 

common. So, speaking by using whatsApp voice note may 

become an interesting way.”168 

 

Rika Susanti 

“In my opinion vn is the interesting tool to improve my 

speaking.”169 

                                                           
163 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(29 

September 2021). 
164 Rahmatul Fadilah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 

September 2021). 
165 Nur Hasanah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
166 Alfina Cahya Wijayati, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
167 Emilia Hermawati, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
168 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 

October 2021). 
169 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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Lailatul Badriah 

“Yes interesting because vn is the tool that can record voice 

in a real time.”170 

 

Mahbubah 

 

“Yes, because we can correct the pronunciation we say.” 

 

Rahmatul fadilah tbi d 

 

“Yes, because with whatsapp voice note we can more length 

spontaneous in send message.” 

 

Dela safitri tbi e 

 

“Yes, I think so.”  

 

Susanti Fajariyah 

“yes, because it easy to use.”  

 

Izzatul Mufidah tbi e 

 

“Yes I do.” 

 

 

b. The Weaknesses of Using Whatsapp Voice Note in Learning Speaking 

Almostsome students said that learning speaking using whatsapp 

voice note are the way in practicing speaking, easy to be used, impact to 

skill in speaking, give them motivation to speak bravely and expressively 

and also it is the interesting tool. But there are some students said about the 

weaknesses while using voice note. Here some students perception about 

the weaknesses of voice note: 

1. Bored 

                                                           
170 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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Ari Husni  

“Whatsapp VN so bored.”171 

Syarif  

“Make us so bored.”172 

Hanif Irwansyah 

“The weakness is make the listener get bored and do not want 

to play it.”173 

 

Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany 

“In my opinion, The weakness of using WhatsApp voice notes 

in learning speaking is that students will get bored quickly. Why 

is that? because I think learning to speak in a monotone way is 

too boring. For that we also need another way. that is by adding 

visuals or songs that can practice our speaking skills.”174 

 

Abdul Basit 

 

“The weakness may lie in the duration and the network, if the 

duration is too long it will make listeners bored and can't even 

catch the important points discussed and the quality of the 

network also affects, because we can't communicate using 

WhatsApp, especially voice notes if the network doesn't support 

it will hinder learning.”175 

 

2. Talking without meeting each other 

Suci 

                                                           
171 Ari Husni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
172 Syarif, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 2021). 
173 Hanif Irwansyah, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
174 Geraldy Axwall Ramadhany, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
175 Abdul Basit, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
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“The weakness of using voice is that we cannot see who is speaking. 

We can be fooled by who we talk to because some people can imitate 

other people's voices (plagiarism).”176 

 

Vitrotul Wahyuni 

“Weakness uses the whatsapp voice note in learning to speak is we 

can't face to face with our spoken person, maybe by a video call, but 

I rarely even hardly ever did a video call then learn to speak.”177 

 

Najwa Muqoddas 

“It has a problem only, we could not see our lecturer when they 

speak up, when they want us to imitate what they said. Thus, we 

should make it same as the lecturer said without looking at them.”178 

 

Mohammad Kholil Nawawi 

“We can't talk face to face because voice note is just using our voice, 

plus we don't know that other people record their voice note directly 

in one time, or they need to do it in many times to send the voice 

note.”179 

 

Anni Rufaidah 

“The weaknesses is we can't see how is speaking on there.”180 

Aqiella Nur Syawalita 

“Well, because it just one side interaction so we can not able to speak 

lively to the other person that we want to talk to.”181 

 

Faidatul Ummah Emzet 

                                                           
176 Suci Fitrianti, The student of TBI “C” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 September 

2021). 
177 Vitrotul Wahyuni, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (28 

September 2021). 
178 Najwa Muqoddas, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (26 

September 2021). 
179 Mohammad Kholil Nawawi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview 

(27 September 2021). 
180 Anni Rufaidah, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (27 September 

2021). 
181 Aqiella Nur Syawalita, The student of TBI “D” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 

October 2021). 
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“I think that the weaknesses of its use related to someone who cannot 

communicate directly with someone else or she/he cannot practice 

speaking directly. For example, when the internet get trouble, 

someone should wait for someone else to response her/his voice 

note. It may take long time or not.”182 

 

Rika Susanti 

“Even vn can help me in speaking sometime using vn is bored 

because i cant meet the people who talks.”183 

 

Wildan Rusyaidi 

“The weakness is voice note cannot show the face. So, I think is 

difficult to blame or justify who false and correct.”184 

 

3. Wasting the capacity of memory 

Wuddy  

 “The weakness is make the room of storage full earlier.”185 

Emilia Hermawati  

“It has high capicity and waste storage in handphone.”186 

Lailatul Badriah 

“Waste the capacity in memory.”187 

B. Discussion 

Based on exposure data finding and research findings that get through some 

data collection procedure from the data source will be discussed in detail. In 

                                                           
182 Faidatul Ummah Emzet, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 

October 2021). 
183 Rika Susanti, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
184 Wildan rusyaidi, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(29 September 

2021). 
185 Wuddy, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview(03 October 2021). 
186 Emilia Hermawati, The student of TBI “A” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
187 Lailatul Badriah, The student of TBI “E” Class fifth semester, Whatsapp Interview (02 October 

2021). 
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this section the researcher would like to discuss about the finding of the used 

whatsapp voice note in learning speaking. The researcher presented findings 

were based on research focuss which this discussion will of course refer to to 

the literature review where this is done to compare and amplify the finding 

obtained. Firstly, the researcher tried to describe the college students’ 

perception towards whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at fifth semester 

students of English teaching learning program IAIN Madura in academic year 

2021/2022. Secondly, the researcher would like to describe the strengths and 

weaknesses of using whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at fifth semester 

students of English teaching learning program IAIN Madura in academic year 

2021/2022. 

1. Students’ perception towards whatsapp voice note in learning speaking 

at fifth semester students of English teaching learning program IAIN 

Madura in academic year 2021/2022. 

According to the data finding, there are some students’ gave their 

various perception towards whatsapp voice note in learning speaking. They 

have mentioned that learning speaking using kinds of the features in 

whatsapp namely voice note is helpful. It is caused the existence of voice 

note as the helpful tool ia able to help the student and the lecturer to 

communite each other even in a long distance while teaching learning 

process is began. In the activity of teaching learning process, voice note is 

used for explaining the detail material of the certain topic and also giving a 

feedback or opinions to others based on the discussion. The same point of 
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view come from Hamad which said voice note as the feature in whatsapp 

can be facilitated the students in learning and communicating as well.188 

In another side, learning speaking  by using voice note is surved the 

user to speak at that time or it means that the user is able to speak in a real 

time or moment. And according to the data finding, student realized that 

voice note help to speak directly and nutarally everywhere and anytime. It 

is also similar with Alka and Sonia statement which say whatsapp is able to 

be facilitator learning activity in any occation it means in anytime 

anywhere.189 As the feature that exist in the application of whatsapp, voice 

note is the tool that servived the student to speak directly and naturally even 

in different which means in anytime and everywhere as the learning tool.  

Futhermore, voice note as one of the features in whatsapp supports 

the student to pratice speaking. Arthur and Jason was mentioned that the 

success in speaking is practice.190It can be said that by using voice note is 

able to be the key for student to practice their speaking. This term is 

supported by the used of voice note is the tool that can record our voice 

automatically which means this tool is able to be the way in practicing 

speaking. Besides help to speak up and good for being the place to practice 

speaking, using voice note is good for pronouncing the word well. As 

                                                           
188Mona M. Hamad, “Using WhatsApp to Enhance Students’ Learning of English Language 

Experience to Share”, Journal of Higher Education Studies 7, no. 4, (November, 2017): 74, 

http://doi.org/10.5539/hes.v7n4p74 . 
189Sonia Gon and Alka Rawekar, “Effectivity Of E-Learning Through Whatsapp As A Teaching 

Learning Tool,” Journal Of Medical Science 4, no. 1 (January-June, 2017): 19, 

10.18311/mvppjms/2017/v4il/8454. 
190Arthur Koach and Jason Schmitt, Speaking with a Purposse Tenth Edision (New York: Routedge, 

2017), 1. 

http://doi.org/10.5539/hes.v7n4p74
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Saidna said that voice note is able to learn how to pronounce the words 

well.191 It can be stated that using voice note is the same thing with learning 

how to pronounce the words in the correct way. 

In another hand, there are some students who gave the negative 

perception of voice note in learning speaking. For instance, feel so bored is 

the most factor that is felt by the student while using voice note. Even voice 

note has strenghts or advantages side, there is the common weakness which 

makes the user feel bored. It is lined with Saidna statement which 

mentioned, using whatsapp voice note is the effective first and seconds 

times but in the next time it will be bored.192 Other students also mentioned 

using voice note is lack tool in tranferring the material of the topic in 

teaching learning process. In this case, voice note which is used in teaching 

learning is not the complicated tool in delivering the material. As mentioned 

by Cicih and Lia statement where voice note makes the material is not leant 

by student well.193 

Based the previous paragraphs, the researcher knew that all of 

students have difference perception, difference opinion or differents point 

of view but they have an aim. It was suitable with the theory from Ou Qiong 

which mentioned people is able to give different interpretations of things 

                                                           
191Saidna Zulfiqar, “Improving The Students’ Speaking Skill Through Voice Chat At University Of 

Iqra’ Buru,” Journal of Modern Education Review 5, no.3 (March,2015): 301, 

http://www.academicstar.us.. 
192Ibid, 302. 
193Cicih Nuraenil and Lia Nurmalia, “Utilizing WhatsApp Application in English Language 

Learning Classroom” Journal of English Language Literature And Teaching 4, no.1 (April 2020): 

93, 10.31002/metathesis.v4i1.2289. 

http://www.academicstar.us/
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which is caused by people point of view of interpreting and evaluating what 

they received.194 And also the different perception according to Altman 

comes from how people view the reality.195 So that is why students may 

have different perceptions towards whatsapp voice note in learning 

speaking including positive and negative perception. 

2. The Strengths and weaknesses of using whatsapp voice note in learning 

speaking at fifth semester students of English teaching learning 

program IAIN Madura in academic year 2021/2022 

Learning speaking by using whatsapp voice note has the strenght and 

weakness. In this case the researcher wants to discuss it based on the data 

finding. 

a. The Strengths of using whatsapp voice note in learning speaking at 

fifth semester students of English teaching learning program IAIN 

Madura in academic year 2021/2022 

1. Media to pratice speaking 

Speaking is known as the skill that needs to be practiced by 

the student. It will be related with the media in order to practice that 

skill. Nowadays, so many medias that are able to applied for student 

to practice their speaking. Dealing with this topic, voice note is able 

to be media in practicing student’s skill in speaking. Voice note as 

the one of supporting features in whatsapp which provides a servive 

                                                           
194 Ou Qiong, “A Brief Introduction of Perception” Journal of Studies in Literature and Language 

1, no.4, (_,2015), 19. 
195 S. Altman, E. Valensi and R. M. Hodgetts, Organizational Behavior: Theory And Practice 

(Orlando: Academic Press, 1985), 85. 
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for the user to send the message by their voice immediately. 

Likewise, this tool is also able to be used by student to convey the 

messege in oral activity to other friends or lecturer. By using this 

tool, student can practice their speaking skill besides conveying or 

delivering the message to others. It means that students can use voice 

note for practicing their speaking just because the feature of voice 

note provide the user to speak in conveying the oral message to 

others even in a long distance. And also, student can speak directly 

which means they are practicing their skill especially speaking.  

Voice note is known as the tool in whatsapp that can be 

operated by student to speak up directly or communicate at that time. 

It means that using voice note makes student to speak while creating 

communication. This way makes voice note is able to be media for 

student in learning speaking. It is caused by voice note lends the 

student to speak in a real time. And the effect of it, the student is 

able to practice their speaking besides making communication with 

other friends or lecturer.  

Based on the previous explanation, it was similar with Nabila 

and friends statements which say voice note promote the willingness 

and chance for student to practice their skill especially speaking. 

And also, this tools provides the user or student to speak up in real 

moment. Through this way, they are able to communicate and 
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practice speaking with other friends.196  In short, voice note as the 

kinds of feature in whatsapp is able to be media that will help the 

student in practicing their skill in speaking just because this tool 

serves the student to speak easily and unconciously they are able to 

practice their speaking through this tool. 

2. Impact to speaking skill 

Voice note is the place that is able to be used by several 

people including students to convey many things by sending their 

voice. While using voice note, student can speak where it will impact 

to their skill in speaking. This term is supported by the used of voice 

note where the user or student can deliver the messege by voicing.  

Through this way, it will impact to one of the basic skills in English 

especially speaking. It means that learning speaking using voice note 

is able to impact the skill in speaking.  

Voice note is able impact student’s speaking skill just 

because the students can use it without embarrassed and shy feeling. 

It means that student can convey many things in oral activity by 

voice note without worry. This way can impact student’s speaking 

just because they will speak in good way without fear, worry and 

shy. In another factor that make voice note can impact student’s 

speaking skill is the existence of voice note support the student to 

                                                           
196 Nabila Hasri Ainun, Ari Nurweni and Lilis Sholihah, “The Implementation of Voice Chatting 

Through Whatsapp in Improving Students’ Speaking Achievement,” The Second ICOPE 2020, _, 

_ (October, 2020): 2 _. 
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speak confidently. When student can speak confidently, it will 

impact to their skill in  speaking. Furthermore, voice note can impact 

speaking just because it can be used for presenting the material 

through recording their voice. This way will help student to practice 

their speaking and will impact to speaking skill. It can be concluded 

that using voice note can be affected student’s speaking just because 

they can talk many things including delivering the material while 

presentation. So that is why voice note can impact for student skill 

in speaking. 

3. Easy to be used 

The next strenght of voice note for learning speaking is easy 

to be used. It is caused by using voice note is the simple feature in 

whatsapp which is not difficult thing to be operated by several 

students. Besides, students can use and operate this kind of features 

in whatsapp just because voice note is the simple tool that will help 

them to talk something in easy way. The easy thing of  the used voice 

note is caused by the student does not need the more effort to use it 

in delivering their message to others. Student can use it directly 

especially recording their message. 

Conveying message through one of the features in whatsapp 

namely voice note is the simple thing to do especially for student in 

learning speaking. In utilizing of voice note, the student only hold 

on the bottom of voice note and speak directly. It is really easy thing 
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to do. In another side, voice note as the easy tool provides the people 

especially student to speak all the things of what they want to say. 

This way is supported by the used of voice note only press the 

bottom and say what they want to say in easy way. 

According to the previous explaination, learning speaking by 

voice note is easy to do. It was the same line with Hega Nurazizah 

and friends which said whatsapp voice note is easy to use.197 The 

similarity is shown by the used of voice note as one of the features 

in whatsapp application is easy to be used especially for learning 

speaking. In short, voice note can be said as the easy tool to be used 

and operated by student with holding the bottom and say directly the 

arguments. 

4. Give motivation to speak bravely and expressively 

Speaking with motivation is the good combination to be 

mixed. The both of those will make someone’s speaking skill 

especially student will comfort in informing the information or 

argumentation through oral activity to other people. It is caused by 

motivation is the way for someone to want to do something without 

perforce. It means that motivation can support the people or student 

to speak up in enjoy way. This way will help the student to speak 

bravely and expressively in conveying their thought to others. 

                                                           
197 Hega Nurazizah, Lilies Yaulia Frihatin and Bambang Ruby Sugiarto, “Whatsapp Voice Note in 

Speaking Class,” Journal of English Education and Teaching 3, no. 3 (September, 2019): 343, 

https://doi.org/10.33369/jeet.3.3.343-360. 

https://doi.org/10.33369/jeet.3.3.343-360
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Being the tool that can motivate the student speak up bravely 

and expressively,  using voice note also make student can express 

their expression freely. By this tool student can show many kinds of 

their expression without nervous. It means that using voice note also 

give motivation for student to speak besides delivering their 

expression. 

In speaking, motivation should be there because it makes the 

student much of talking something especially in learning speaking 

for student who still face the difficulties of it. Dealing with this 

research, the used voice note give the students to speak bravely and 

expressively. The students thought that voice note is able to give 

them motivation to speak just because they do not feel scared while 

speaking than talking on front of people or class. It was similar with 

Saidna Zulfiqar statement which said that voice note is able to give 

the student to speak brave and expressive.198  The similarity can be 

shown of the existence of voice note can give motivation to the 

people or student to speak bravely and and expressively. So, by 

using this tool will give the chance for student to speak without fear 

and they can express or deliver their opinion freely 

5. Interesting tool 

Another strenghts of the used voice note in learning speaking 

is interesting tool. Voice note includes to the interesting tool because 

                                                           
198 Saidna Zulfiqar, “Improving The Students’ Speaking, 304. 
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this kinds of feature in whatsapp give the student to speak without 

the limitation of time to say something. When student speak without 

the limitation of time, it will make the improvement of their skill 

especially speaking. In other hand, learning speaking by using  this 

tool is interesting just because student can express the ideas freely 

and also communicate with each other in easy way. By operating or 

using this tool, the student can communicate and express what they 

want to say. So that is why this is interesting to be used especially 

for learning speaking..   

Based on the explaination above, speaking by using voice 

note is interesting which will help the student to speak up more. It 

was similar with Saidna said that mentioned increasing student’s 

interest with voice note will be a good physical environment for 

them to speak without fear in expressing many ideas.199 This things 

is the same just because using voice note for student can increase 

student’s interested especially for learning speaking. 

 Some student said voice note is interesting tool for learning 

speaking just because student can speak easily without the limitation 

of time in conveying something through spoken language and can 

express manyt hings easily. In short, through this tool the student 

can lear how to speak well just because this tool is interesting to be 

used.  

                                                           
199 Saidna Zulfiqar, “Improving The Students’, 301. 
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b. The weaknesses of using whatsapp voice note in learning speaking 

at fifth semester students of English teaching learning program 

IAIN Madura in academic year 2021/2022 

The opposite way of the strength of the used whatsppp voice note in 

learning speaking, there is the weakness side of it. As mentioned: 

1. Bored 

Voice note as the kinds of the feature in whatsapp posses the 

weakness side. It is the common thing to be said just because this 

tool includes to the feature in a application. Talking about the 

weakness of the used voice note especially for learning speaking, 

this tool is the bored tool. This category can be said like this because 

this tool only give the servive for the user to send the message 

through the oral activity. It means that using this tool in a one time 

or twice will be okay to be used. When it often used, this tool will 

make the user or student will feel so bored. It was similar with 

Saidna statement which mentioned voice note or voice chatting is 

the effective way but in often time to do the user will get bored.200 It 

can be said that voice note makes the user especially student will 

face the bored feeling when using voice note in often time. 

Student can feel bored while using whatsapp voice note for 

learning speaking because using this tool only used the voice 

recording in sending the message. According to some statements 

                                                           
200 Ibid, 302. 
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which delivered from some students, they think voice note is the 

features that can get bored quickly because it is too monotone 

especially for learning speaking. This thing will bring the student to 

the bored feeling while using this tool because it is only the voice 

that should be said and listened. Furthermore, long duration in voice 

note is another reason from the student which feel easy to get bored. 

It is caused of long duration makes them do not want to play as the 

listener and sometimes they did not catch the point well when the 

duration is too long. It can be concluded that the weakness of voice 

note is so easy getting bored. 

2. Talking without meeting each other 

The second point of the weaknesses of voice note based on 

the students’ perception is the user can not meet each other while 

talking by using voice note. Using voice note will give the chance to 

the people or student who used it to speak in a room of application. 

It means that using voice note is the way to send the message to other 

in a room of application that will make the user to speak by recording 

someone’s voice in conveying the oral message. This activity is 

defined as the used of voice note as the feature in whatsapp. By this 

tool the people can speak without meeting each other this way will 

make the student will talk without see or look the speaker. 

 Dealing with some statements from student, learning 

speaking by voice note only uses voice and can not meet directly to 
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the someone which is talking there. This term is caused by voice 

note is the place which is able to use for sending a message by voice 

only. And also, this name’s tool (voice note) is the feature which is 

provide the activity recording our voice to other in delevering some 

statements or opinion. So that, the student who is using this tool will 

not meet each other just because this tool only provides sending 

message by voice and in a room of conversation on the screen. 

3. Wasting the capacity of memory phone 

Whatsapp is categorised as one of the applications that can 

send the message by using mobile phone. And the thing that need to 

be realized, using an application should need the enough storage in 

operating it. It is similar with the used of whatsapp voice note which 

is one of an application that need the enough memory to operate it. 

This is one of the weaknesses while using voice note that need more 

the capacity of memory in the phone. When the capacity does not 

enough to operate this tool, the user or student can not use it well 

especially sending their thought to others peole.  

Refering to the data finding, using voice note can waste  the 

memory of someone’s phone exactly it will impact the capacity of 

memory phone. It means that using voice need the large memory or 

the enough capacity to operate it well. So, this weakness make 

student thinks that voice note makes wasting room of memory phone 

as their mentioned. It was similar with Mulhimah statement which 
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says whatsapp as an application which basically needs a space or 

memory to save the whole datas.201 This similarity is shown by the 

used of voice note as the feature that exist in whatsapp need the 

enough memory in operating it. 

                                                           
201Mulhimah Riyadoh, “The Effectiveness of Guided Practice Using Voice Message on WhatsApp 

on Students’ Speaking Ability” (Thesis, UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, 2018), 19. 


